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ABSTRACT

Arctic sea ice decline is expected to continue throughout the twenty-first century as a result of increased

greenhouse gas concentrations. Here we investigate the impact of a strong Arctic sea ice decline on the

atmospheric circulation and low pressure systems in the Northern Hemisphere through numerical ex-

perimentation with a coupled climate model. More specifically, a large ensemble of 1-yr-long integrations,

initialized on 1 June with Arctic sea ice thickness artificially reduced by 80%, is compared to corre-

sponding unperturbed control experiments. The sensitivity experiment shows an ice-free Arctic from July

to October; during autumn the largest near-surface temperature increase of about 15 K is found in the

central Arctic, which goes along with a reduced meridional temperature gradient, a decreased jet stream,

and a southward shifted Northern Hemisphere storm track; and the near-surface temperature response in

winter and spring reduces substantially due to relatively fast sea ice growth during the freezing season.

Changes in the maximum Eady growth rate are generally below 5% and hardly significant, with reduced

vertical wind shear and reduced vertical stability counteracting each other. The reduced vertical wind

shear manifests itself in a decrease of synoptic activity by up to 10% and shallower cyclones while the

reduced vertical stability along with stronger diabatic heating due to more available moisture may be

responsible for the stronger deepening rates and thus faster cyclone development once a cyclone starts to

form. Furthermore, precipitation minus evaporation decreases over the Arctic because the increase in

evaporation outweighs that for precipitation, with implications for the ocean stratification and hence

ocean circulation.

1. Introduction

September Arctic sea ice extent has declined by 40%

over the last three decades (Perovich et al. 2014) and

September Arctic sea ice thickness has decreased by

85% from 1975 to 2012 (Lindsay and Schweiger 2015).

Also in the other seasons massive decreases in extent

and thickness have been observed. What impacts could

this have on the midlatitudes? There is already a

multitude of both observational and modeling studies

that address the impact of recent and future Arctic sea

ice decline on the large-scale circulation and related

weather and climate in the Northern midlatitudes [see

review papers by Budikova (2009), Petoukhov and

Semenov (2010), Bader et al. (2011), Vihma (2014),

Walsh (2014), and Cohen et al. (2014), and references

therein]. Some studies attribute recent extreme winter

conditions in the United States and in Eurasia to large-

scale circulation changes due to the record low Arctic

sea ice extents in recent years (e.g., Francis and Vavrus

2012; Honda et al. 2009). However, there is an ongoing

debate about to what extent such changes can be at-

tributed to Arctic sea ice decline or explained by large-

scale intrinsic variability of the climate system (Screen

et al. 2013).
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Observational studies have the caveat of including a

variety of local and remote factors such as midlatitude

influences. As a result it is difficult to disentangle dif-

ferent influencing factors. Furthermore, reliable obser-

vations of the Arctic sea ice extent are restricted to the

satellite era spanning the last 30 to 40 years and long-

term observations of the Arctic sea ice thickness are

sparse and subject to considerable uncertainty (Lindsay

and Schweiger 2015). It is challenging, therefore, to

understand the origin of recent changes by observa-

tional studies alone. Consequently, it remains unclear

whether recent atmosphere circulation changes in Eu-

rope and North America can be attributed to the Arctic

sea ice decline, to local or remote diabatic heating and

associated altered air–sea fluxes (Gulev et al. 2013), or

to the inherent variability due to lower-latitude dy-

namics (Perlwitz et al. 2015).

Most but not all modeling studies published so far use

atmosphere-only climate models to investigate the im-

pact of Arctic sea ice decline on the weather and climate

of the midlatitudes (e.g., Deser et al. 2007, 2010;

Semmler et al. 2012; Screen et al. 2013; Peings and

Magnusdottir 2014). More recently, the atmospheric

response to Arctic sea ice decline has been studied

from a numerical weather prediction (NWP) perspec-

tive by investigating the transient atmospheric response

to sudden changes in theArctic sea ice conditions in very

large ensembles of short-term simulations of only a few

weeks (Semmler et al. 2016). Finally, Arctic lower-

latitude linkages have recently been studied by carry-

ing out experiments with and without relaxation of the

Arctic atmosphere toward reanalysis data and by con-

sidering differences in midlatitude medium-range and

subseasonal prediction skill (Jung et al. 2014).

Using atmosphere-onlymodels has the advantage that

the impact of sea ice changes can be assessed by pre-

scribing observed or idealized sea ice distributions. The

same advantage holds for experiments with atmosphere

models coupled to slab ocean models such as in Rind

et al. (1995) or Chiang and Bitz (2005). However, in the

atmosphere-only simulations it is impossible to account

for coupled processes in the response to Arctic sea ice

decline and in the ones using slab ocean models only

thermodynamic feedbacks are considered while ocean

dynamics is missing. Therefore, idealized coupled sen-

sitivity experiments using full ocean and interactive sea

ice models have been performed by Scinocca et al.

(2009), Deser et al. (2015), and Petrie et al. (2015).

While the first two studies of the three use long-term

simulations on the order of hundreds of years, the latter

study employs ensembles of 1-yr simulations—an ap-

proach we are using in the present study although with

important differences in the sea ice perturbations as

pointed out in section 2a. Also Tietsche et al. (2011)

use a similar experimental setup, but with a different

focus (recovery mechanism of Arctic sea ice).

We performed two sets of experiments with and

without reduction of Arctic sea ice thickness by 80% on

1 June for a large number of different initial states drawn

from a long control integration of the coupled model.

We study the ensemble mean response of the coupled

system during the 12-month period following the in-

troduction of the perturbation in early summer. Note

that the strongest perturbation occurs in summer and

autumn because in late autumn strong freezing occurs in

the sensitivity experiments, making the sensitivity ex-

periments less different in winter and spring compared

to summer and autumn. While this issue may result in

comparably weak responses in winter and spring, the

advantage of our method is that the model can run

without adding any extra heat to the coupled system

during the 1-yr simulations.

The aim of this study is to investigate the atmospheric

response to reduced Arctic sea ice thickness and con-

centration by taking coupled processes into account.

Our diagnostics will be focused on tropospheric tem-

perature and precipitation changes as well as on char-

acteristics of cyclone activity. The latter is considered

to be an important indicator of changes in the cou-

pled climate system, responding to the ocean signals

(e.g., Woollings et al. 2012) and sea ice (e.g., Serreze

and Barrett 2008), and can also modulate atmospheric

influence on sea ice on shorter time scales (Zhang

et al. 2013).

In section 2 the experiment setup and the cyclone

tracking method are described. This is followed by the

presentation of the results in section 3. Finally, the im-

plications of our results are discussed in section 4.

2. Methodology

a. Model setup

We use the AWI-CM (Alfred Wegener Institute Cli-

mate Model) consisting of the multiresolution Finite

Element Sea Ice Ocean Model (FESOM) developed at

AWI (Wang et al. 2014) and the atmosphere model

ECHAM6 developed at Max Planck Institute for

Meteorology (Stevens et al. 2013). This coupled

atmosphere–ocean–sea ice model has been shown to be

of comparable performance in simulating present-day

climate and its variability to state-of-the-art coupled

climate models that took part in phase 5 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Sidorenko

et al. 2015; Rackow et al. 2015, manuscript submitted to

Climate Dyn.).
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We use ECHAM6 in the standard resolution of

T63L47 corresponding to about 200 km horizontally

with 47 vertical levels up to 0.01 hPa (about 80 km)

coupled to FESOM with a horizontal ocean grid reso-

lution between 25 and 150 km and 46 vertical levels as

defined in Sidorenko et al. (2015). The coupling software

used is OASIS3-MCT (Valcke et al. 2013).

The 1500-yr-long control simulation with constant

1990 greenhouse gas and aerosol concentration forcing,

which is described and evaluated by Rackow et al.

(2015, manuscript submitted to Climate Dyn.), has

been extended by 100 years. On 1 June of each of those

100 years a 1-yr control simulation initialized with data

of that day of that year (referred to as CTL) has been

run. A corresponding 1-yr sensitivity simulation with

the same initialization data but 80% reduced sea ice

thickness in the Arctic (referred to as RED) has also

been performed. In the beginning of each sensitivity

simulation the sea ice extent is unchanged compared to

the corresponding reference run but will be lower

throughout the rest of the simulation due to melting

processes and delayed onset of freezing. Altogether we

have a 100-member CTL and a 100-member RED en-

semble. In these ensemble simulations the enforce-

ment of the global flux conservation as described in

Sidorenko et al. (2015) has been switched off. This has

been done to avoid possible spurious teleconnections

associated with the correction of the global flux. The

minor nonconservation of the global flux caused by

different model geometries may be neglected on the

discussed time scales. The design of the experiments

allows analyzing the response of large-scale atmo-

spheric circulation, freshwater balance, and cyclone

characteristics to the modified ice conditions during the

1-yr period starting on 1 June of each year in 100 en-

semble members.

b. Cyclone tracking

Cyclone tracking was performed using the numerical

algorithm of Zolina and Gulev (2002) and Zolina and

Gulev (2003) on a polar orthographic projection with

181 3 181 grid points (centered at the North Pole), al-

lowing for effective cyclone identification north of 258N.

The original AWI-CM SLP data were interpolated onto

the polar orthographic grid using the modified method

of local procedures (Akima 1970).

Postprocessing of the output of tracking (coordinates,

central pressure, and time) included the cutoff of the

cyclones with less than 1-day lifetime and shorter than

1000-km migration distances. Furthermore we applied

filtering unrealistic cyclone trajectories over the moun-

tain regions by removing trajectories reaching their

maximum depth in the areas higher than 1500m.

To effectively map cyclone numbers and frequen-

cies, 6-hourly trajectories were interpolated linearly

onto 10-min time steps. This process eliminates un-

derestimation of the number of cyclones and random

errors in cyclone frequencies that can occur when this

procedure is not applied (Zolina and Gulev 2002).

Mapping of cyclone numbers and frequencies is per-

formed for the grid with circular cells equivalent to

155 000 km2 (28 latitude) as in Tilinina et al. (2013).

This numerical methodology was extensively evalu-

ated during the IMILAST project (Neu et al. 2013) and

was also successfully applied for the comparative as-

sessment of cyclone activity in different reanalyses

(Tilinina et al. 2013), operational products in different

resolutions (Jung et al. 2006), climate model simula-

tions (Löptien et al. 2008), and idealized atmospheric

models (Kravtsov and Gulev 2013).

3. Results

a. Sea ice

Figure 1 shows the development of the sea ice area

and Fig. 2 of the sea ice volume month by month as an

average over the ensembles of CTL and RED experi-

ments, respectively, from the initialization month to the

end of the year-long simulations. The Arctic is com-

pletely free of ice (sea ice area less than 106 km2) for four

months (July–October) in all members of the RED

simulations, which is expected to happen around the

year 2100 when considering CMIP5 projections under

the strong RCP8.5 emissions scenario (Hezel et al. 2014,

their Fig. 5). This is a strong perturbation compared to

the one in Petrie et al. (2015). Their perturbation was

designed to yield sea ice conditions similar to the ob-

served conditions in the low ice extent years 2007

and 2012.

Despite our strong perturbation, already in February

the sea ice areas of the ensembles of CTL and RED

simulations are close to each other (less than 5% relative

difference) with the error bars overlapping. This means

that the sea ice area recovers at the end of the winter and

remains practically the same as in the case when no sea

ice has been taken away. However, this is not the case

for the sea ice volume, which is distinctively different

during the entire year of the simulation (e.g., February

differences are about 25%). While thin sea ice can form

quickly in the entire Arctic during the winter it cannot

recover its thickness. The fact that changes in the sea

ice area are comparably small in winter and spring

should be considered when interpreting the results for

those seasons. It should be noted that observations over

the past 32 years show a similar behavior (Keen et al.

2013). Therefore, investigating responses to strong
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summer–autumn sea ice declines and weak winter–

spring sea ice declines is relevant.

b. Surface energy budget and surface temperature

The changes in sea ice have substantial impacts on the

surface energy budget. Radiative heat flux changes are

most pronounced over the Arctic Ocean in summer

[July–September (JAS)] and autumn [October–December

(OND)] and relatively weak in winter [January–March

(JFM)] (Fig. 3)—in line with the small sea ice area changes

in the latter season. The downward anomalies in summer

(mostly between 10 and 20Wm22; see Fig. 3b) are due to

the extra shortwave radiation absorbed by the ice-free

ocean in the RED simulations. Longwave radiation

changes (not shown) are minor in this season. It should be

noted that those downward anomalies are even much

stronger in June (mostly between 40 and 60Wm22; not

shown), which is not included in our summer average. The

upward anomalies in autumn (mostly between 10 and

20Wm22; see Fig. 3d) are due to the extra emission of

longwave radiation due to the warmer surface tempera-

tures (shown and discussed below). These upward anom-

alies weaken in winter (Fig. 3f) due to the weakening

surface temperature anomalies.

Figure 4 shows the surface temperature response in

summer, autumn, and winter. The response is strongest in

autumn when the ocean emits the extra energy absorbed

FIG. 2. (a) Sea ice volume in the CTL and RED experiments.

(b) Absolute and (c) relative difference RED minus CTL experi-

ments. The error bars in (a) indicate the standard deviation from

the 100 ensemble members of CTL and RED, respectively. The

error bars in (b) indicate the standard deviation from the 100 dif-

ferences of each pair RED minus CTL.

FIG. 1. (a) Sea ice area in the CTL and RED experiments.

(b) Absolute and (c) relative difference RED minus CTL experi-

ments. The gray dashed line in (a) indicates the level below which

the Arctic is regarded as sea ice free. The error bars in (a) indicate

the standard deviation from the 100 ensemble members of CTL

and RED, respectively. The error bars in (b) indicate the standard

deviation from the 100 differences of each pair RED minus CTL.
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during the summer in the RED simulations while the sea

ice has started to regrow in the CTL simulations, leading

to cold surface temperatures due to the insulating effect

of the sea ice. Differences reach up to 15K in the central

Arctic. In fact, the strongest temperature difference was

identified in November with up to 19K in the central

Arctic. This is the month with the strongest absolute

difference in the sea ice extent (Fig. 1b).

The differences in turbulent surface heat fluxes (Fig. 5)

are also strongest in the autumn season. In the CTL

FIG. 3. Radiative surface heat fluxes (shortwave plus longwave, downward positive; Wm22)

in (a) CTL and (b) difference REDminus CTL for summer (JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for

autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM). In the difference plots the black dots

indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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simulations turbulent surface heat fluxes over the Arctic

are close to 0 in all seasons. In the RED simulations these

fluxes turn slightly upward in summer andwinter (inmost

areas between 1 and 10Wm22) but substantially upward

(around 30Wm22) in autumn. It is also the autumn

season that shows substantial downward flux anomalies

of up to 30Wm22 in the sea areas south of the Arctic

Ocean, decreasing the upward fluxes in those areas

compared to the CTL simulations, whereas in the other

seasons such anomalies are not significant.

FIG. 4. Surface temperature (8C) in (a) CTL and (b) difference REDminus CTL for summer

(JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM).

In the difference plots the black dots indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level

according to a Wilcoxon test.
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It is noteworthy that over northern North America

and northeastern Asia the warming signal tends to

spread out farther southward in autumn than in winter

(Figs. 4d,f). Over North America this could be due to a

shift in the circulation anomaly from northward ad-

vection in autumn to southward advection in winter

(Figs. 6d,f). Certainly the magnitude of the central Arc-

tic warming is likely to play a role. Over the ocean areas

the opposite is true (i.e., the warming signal tends to

spread out farther southward in winter than in autumn)—

the downward turbulent surface heat flux anomalies in

autumn may lead to a slow accumulation of heat in the

FIG. 5. Turbulent surface heat fluxes (sensible plus latent, downward positive; Wm22) in

(a) CTL and (b) difference RED minus CTL for summer (JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for

autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM). In the difference plots the black dots

indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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ocean surface layer resulting in the stronger sea surface

temperature anomalies in winter. Some autumn and

winter cooling of up to around 0.5K, albeit hardly sig-

nificant, is simulated in parts of North America and

Siberia.

c. Large-scale circulation

Figure 6 shows the mean sea level pressure (MSLP)

response. In summer anomalies are typically within

1 hPa even though some of them are significant: over

FIG. 6. Mean sea level pressure (hPa) in (a) CTL and (b) difference RED minus CTL for

summer (JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter

(JFM). Values are only shown for grid points where Earth’s surface is below 1000m above sea

level to exclude unrealistic values due to extrapolation. In the difference plots the black dots

indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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northernEurope negative anomalies and over the eastern

Arctic positive anomalies can be seen. The strongest re-

sponse is detected in autumn, which makes sense given

that the surface forcing is strongest in that season. The

sign of the response tends to be opposite compared to the

summer response, although the positive anomalies over

northern Europe are hardly significant and the negative

anomalies are locatedmore toward the westernArctic. In

winter, when there are hardly any changes in the Arctic

sea ice area, no significant changes in the MSLP distri-

bution can be found.

Comparing Figs. 6 and 7, the latter showing the

500-hPa geopotential height (Z500), it becomes obvious

that the summer response is barotropic (Figs. 6b and 7b).

It leads to a strengthened westerly flow over Europe

consistent with a positive phase of the North Atlantic

Oscillation (NAO) along with a weakened westerly flow

over parts of northern Asia.

In autumn the strong surface heating in the central

Arctic leads to a baroclinic response with low anoma-

lies close to the surface and high anomalies in the mid-

troposphere (cf. Figs. 6d and 7d). It should be noted that

the described response actually acts to reduce the bar-

oclinicity in the RED experiments compared to the CTL

experiments because the baroclinic response has oppo-

site sign to the actual baroclinicity in the CTL experi-

ments. The anomalous heat low at the surface (or the

weakening of the cold high at the surface) is consistent

with increased upward turbulent surface heat fluxes and

longwave radiation and a less stable situation. Vertical

temperature anomaly profiles (Fig. 8) confirm that the

strongest destabilization occurs in autumn. The anom-

alous surface heat is strongest and spreads out into the

middle troposphere in contrast to the other seasons.

Interestingly, in winter some significant stratospheric

warming of partly more than 1K close to the pole can be

seen. Consistently, the 50-hPa geopotential height in-

creases by more than 50m around the pole (not shown),

indicating a weaker stratospheric vortex. Such strato-

spheric winter response to reduced Arctic summer–

autumn sea ice is not new [see the review paper by

Cohen et al. (2014)]. It may lead to colder winter surface

temperatures in the midlatitudes—a feature we can also

see from our simulations, albeit only weakly (Figs. 4d,f).

Over northeastern Europe a positive barotropic re-

sponse and over the northern North Pacific a negative

barotropic response can be seen in autumn (Figs. 6d and

7d). While in the midtroposphere a weakened westerly

flow is simulated in the midlatitudes, this is only the case

over northern Europe close to the surface. This may

explain the fact that any continental surface cooling that

may be expected due to a weakened westerly flow and an

associated weaker maritime influence on the continents

is only limited. Over the west coast of North America an

anomalous southeasterly flow close to the surface can be

seen. Over the Mediterranean area an increased west-

erly flow is identified. Both over Europe and over the

North Pacific the pressure anomalies indicate a shift of

the storm track to the south. This southward shift persists

into winter over Europe but not over the North Pacific.

In winter there are small areas of significant Z500

responses that are similar to the corresponding in-

significant MSLP responses (cf. Figs. 6f and 7f). The

western Arctic experiences positive Z500 and MSLP

anomalies while over Europe there is a dipole of nega-

tive anomalies over western Europe and positive

anomalies over eastern Europe. The pattern resembles

to some extent the negative phase of the east Atlantic/

western Russia pattern, also referred to as the Eurasian

pattern type 1 in Barnston and Livezey (1987). These

anomalies lead to a weakened westerly flow over North

America and to an anomalous southerly flow over cen-

tral Europe. Furthermore, like in autumn, the Medi-

terranean area tends to experience a stronger westerly

flow. The winter surface anomaly pattern also resembles

the positive phase of the Arctic dipole pattern, which is

shown to have influence on sea ice motion such as in-

creased Fram Strait ice export and enhanced sea ice

import from the Laptev and East Siberian Seas into the

Arctic basin (Wu et al. 2006).

d. Hydrological cycle

The anomalies of (liquid plus solid) precipitation mi-

nus evaporation (P 2 E; Fig. 9) are negative over the

Arctic in summer and especially autumn; in winter

negative anomalies are restricted to the ice edge in the

North Atlantic section and to the Beaufort Sea and

Bering Strait. When considering precipitation and

evaporation separately, it turns out that both fluxes in-

crease over the Arctic in the sensitivity experiment (not

shown) as is expected due to the sea ice loss, with the

magnitude of the response for evaporation being larger

than that for precipitation. This can have important

implications for the near-surface salinity and the strati-

fication of the Arctic Ocean. Whereas in summer more

moisture is transported into northern Europe due to

increased westerly flow leading to an increase in P 2 E

(Fig. 9b), in autumn and winter (Figs. 9d,f) there is a

tendency of an increase in P 2 E over the Mediterra-

nean Sea due to an increased westerly flow in that area,

with possible consequences for the salinity and stratifi-

cation of the Mediterranean Sea. However, it should be

noted that the P 2 E response outside the Arctic is

patchy and hardly significant.

There is an ongoing debate whether reduced Arctic

sea ice would lead to increased snow cover in autumn
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over Siberia. This might trigger a negative phase of the

NAO and Arctic Oscillation (AO) consistent with a

southward shift of the storm track in the following

winter, leading to cold Eurasian winters (Cohen et al.

2012, 2014). However, our results do not show any

significant changes in autumn snow cover (Fig. 10),

which is consistent with the patchy precipitation re-

sponse. In contrast, in winter some significant snow

thickness increases of up to 2 cm water equivalent are

identified close to the Siberian coast, similar to Petrie

FIG. 7. 500-hPa geopotential height (m) in (a) CTL and (b) difference RED minus CTL for

summer (JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter

(JFM). Values are only shown for grid points where Earth’s surface is below 5000m above sea

level to exclude unrealistic values due to extrapolation. In the difference plots the black dots

indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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et al. (2015). These changes occur when there is

already a substantial snow cover so that large-scale cir-

culation or storm track responses are not likely. The

identified weakening of the stratospheric vortex and the

slight winter cooling in some Eurasian areas as well as

the storm track responses found in the following ana-

lyses are therefore not likely due to snow cover increases

but are more likely a result of the decreased Arctic sea

ice cover.

e. Cyclones and storm tracks

An important feature of the midlatitude atmospheric

circulation, cyclone activity is closely related to diabatic

signals associated with air–sea interaction processes

(Neiman and Shapiro 1993; Rudeva and Gulev 2011),

instability of the midlatitude flow potentially driven by

intrinsic atmospheric variability, and general atmo-

spheric circulation changes that may be controlled by

changes in meridional temperature gradient. The most

intense cyclogenesis occurs over the storm formation

regions over western boundary currents and their ex-

tension regions, where strong surface air–sea fluxes

force low-level baroclinic instability. Multiyear sea ice

over the Arctic generally keeps the ocean and the at-

mosphere thermally isolated from each other. From this

perspective the reduced sea ice cover and seasonally ice-free

ocean in the RED experiments, along with the changes

in the atmospheric circulation characteristics, may cause

changes in cyclone activity. In the following, we analyze

the response of extratropical cyclones to a reduction of

Arctic sea ice.

Ameasure of synoptic activity is defined by Blackmon

(1976) as standard deviation of high-pass-filtered Z500

data. Jung (2005) showed that a very simple high-pass

filter considering only the difference between two con-

secutive 24-h time steps captures synoptic variations of

up to 10 days. Here we define synoptic activity in the

same way as Jung (2005) but for MSLP to be consistent

with surface cyclone parameters shown later in this

section. Patterns are similar between MSLP and Z500

synoptic activity. Figure 11 shows MSLP synoptic ac-

tivity from CTL as well as MSLP synoptic activity re-

sponses for RED minus CTL.

In summer, changes are hardly matching statistical

significance and consist of a slight extension of the North

Atlantic storm track toward western Europe and of a

decreasing synoptic activity over the eastern Mediterra-

nean Sea as well as over northeastern Africa (Fig. 11b).

Therefore, over the European sector a strengthening of

the midlatitude storm track and a weakening of the sub-

tropical one is identified. This signature is consistent

with a positive NAO index (e.g., Osborn 2006) and

FIG. 8. Vertical cross section of response in zonally averaged temperature (RED minus CTL) for (a) JAS, (b) OND, and (c) JFM. Black

dots indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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therefore with the large-scale circulation response

shown in Figs. 6b and 7b. Furthermore, some areas of the

North Pacific, western Siberia, and around Greenland

experience a slight decrease of synoptic activity.

In autumn the response is stronger compared to

summer; significant decreases in synoptic activity occur

over most Arctic sea ice areas and surrounding land

areas including large parts of northern North America,

northern Europe, and northern Siberia as well as some

sea areas in the North Atlantic and North Pacific

(Fig. 11d). Decreases reach up to around 10% in the

southern Beaufort Sea and over northwestern Siberia.

FIG. 9. Precipitation minus evaporation (mmday21) in (a) CTL and (b) difference RED

minus CTL for summer (JAS). (c),(d)As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b),

but for winter (JFM). In the difference plots the black dots indicate where the response is

significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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In winter the response is weaker than in autumn but still

stronger than in summer; significant reductions of syn-

optic activity of around 5% can be seen around the Fram

Strait and south of it, northwest of Greenland, and over

the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 11f). Autumn and winter re-

sponses are only partly consistent with a shift toward a

negative NAO index since the increases in the Medi-

terranean storm track are not significant.

An alternative approach that we used to investigate

changes in storm tracks is to track and count cyclones

(see section 2b). The total annual number of cyclones

over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) in both the CTL

and RED experiments is 1360 (632 in CTL and 649 in

RED) (no figure shown; the uncertainty is given as

standard deviation of the annual number of cyclones).

This is about 3% less than found in the NCEP–DOE

reanalysis (Tilinina et al. 2013). This reanalysis has a

similar spectral resolution (T62L28) to our model ex-

periments (T63L47) and shows on average ;1390

cyclones per year over the NH (Tilinina et al. 2013). The

positioning of the major storm tracks in the North At-

lantic and the North Pacific as well as over Mediterra-

nean is also consistent with the NCEP–DOE and other

reanalyses (Tilinina et al. 2013), with enhanced mid-

latitude storm tracks in winter and autumn and in-

tensified Mediterranean storm tracks in summer

(Figs. 12a,c,e).

The spatial response pattern of the number of cy-

clones to sea ice loss is presented in Figs. 12b, 12d, and

12f. During summer and especially autumn there is an

evident decrease of the number of cyclones over theArctic

in RED compared to CTL. During winter, the response is

partly opposite with approximately 20% (1–2 cyclones per

winter season) more cyclones over the eastern Arctic in

RED compared to CTL.

It should be noted that responses in the MSLP syn-

optic activity (Fig. 11) and in cyclone counts (Fig. 12) are

not necessarily the same since the MSLP synoptic

FIG. 10. Snow thickness (mwater equivalent) in (a) CTL and (b) difference REDminus CTL

for autumn (OND). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM). In the difference plots the black

dots indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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activity would additionally measure changes in high

pressure regimes, which is not the case for cyclone

counts. Furthermore, quasi-stationary or slow-moving

cyclones (e.g., north of Greenland) may have an impact

not on the synoptic activity but rather on the number of

cyclones.

Consistent with characteristics of synoptic activity

(Fig. 11), surface temperature gradients (Fig. 4), P 2 E

FIG. 11. Synoptic activity (hPa) calculated as standard deviation of high-pass filtered mean

sea level pressure data in (a) CTL and (b) relative difference REDminus CTL (%) for summer

(JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM).

Values are only shown for grid points where Earth’s surface is below 1000m above sea level to

exclude unrealistic values due to extrapolation. In the difference plots the black dots indicate

where the response is significant at the 95% level according to a Wilcoxon test.
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(Fig. 9), and the large-scale circulation (Figs. 6 and 7),

the strongest response in the number of cyclones [about

20%–30%, or 2–3 cyclones per autumn season, re-

duction in RED compared to CTL in the Greenland–

Iceland–Norwegian (GIN) Seas and subpolar North

Pacific] is identified in autumn (Fig. 12d), when the

Arctic surface temperature increase is the strongest. At

the same time, Mediterranean and subtropical Pacific

storm tracks are enhanced in the RED experiment,

showing 20%–30% (1 cyclone per autumn season) more

FIG. 12. Seasonal number of cyclones per 28 radius circle (;155 000 km2) in (a) CTL and

(b) relative difference RED minus CTL (%) for summer (JAS). (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for

autumn (OND). (e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM).
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cyclones compared to CTL. This implies a southward

shift of the midlatitude storm tracks in autumn.

It is interesting to note also the strongly localized

autumn response over the western Arctic north of

Greenland with 40% (2–3 cyclones per autumn season)

more cyclones and corresponding negative differences

over northern Greenland (Fig. 12d). This likely hints

at a northward shift of the local cyclone pass; however,

this phenomenon should be considered with caution

because of potentially large uncertainties of cyclone

identification in this area in most numerical algorithms,

including ours (Rudeva et al. 2014, their Fig. 8). Given

the agreement of the results of our model experiment

with those revealed by global reanalyses we expect the

results to be qualitatively realistic, while quantitatively

the coupled signal in cyclone characteristics might be

underestimated due to model limitations implied by

the spatial resolution.

f. Cyclone life cycle

To further analyze cyclone activity response to the

Arctic sea ice loss in the set of RED experiments we

demonstrate probability distributions of cyclone central

pressure and deepening rates (Fig. 13) for the autumn

over the Arctic Ocean and over the NH. These param-

eters characterize cyclone intensity and development,

both being sensitive to sea–air interaction processes.

Thus, they can potentially capture the storm track re-

sponses to the intensified air–sea heat and moisture

fluxes over the ice-free ocean.

Our results show that in the RED experiments (re-

duced ice) over the Arctic Ocean cyclones tend to be-

come shallower (Fig. 13a) and demonstrate stronger

deepening rates (Fig. 13b). According to aKolmogorov–

Smirnov test (K-S test; Kolmogorov 1933; Smirnov

1948) the difference between the distributions revealed

by RED and CTL is significant at the 95% level. The

fraction of cyclones deeper than 980 hPa over the Arctic

in the RED experiments is smaller than in CTL (12% vs

15%). This effect is likely the result of the southward

shift of the storm track (Fig. 12d). The percentages

of moderately [.3 hPa (6 h)21] and rapidly [.6 hPa

(6 h)21] deepening cyclones in the RED experiments

(18% and 4% respectively) are larger than in CTL (15%

and 3%). Thus, while the Arctic cyclones are generally

shallower in the RED experiments, they tend to in-

tensify more rapidly than in CTL. Note that probability

distributions of cyclone life cycle parameters (central

pressure and deepening rates) built for the whole

Northern Hemisphere (Figs. 13d,e) are very close to

each other, and not distinguishable according to a

K-S test.

A measure for the potential development and inten-

sification of low pressure systems has been proposed

FIG. 13. (a) Cyclone depth distribution in CTL and RED experiments for autumn (OND) in the Arctic. (b) As in (a), but showing

maximum deepening rate distribution. (c) Definition of the Arctic. (d),(e) As in (a),(b), but in the Northern Hemisphere. Please note the

different scales in (b) and (e).
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by Eady (1949) and has been widely applied in previous

studies. This Eady index or maximum Eady growth rate

comprises a combination of vertical stability and vertical

wind shear:

EADY520. 31

����
f

N

����g
� p

RT

�����
dU

dp

���� , (1)

with EADY being the maximum Eady growth rate, f

the Coriolis parameter, N the Brunt–Väisälä fre-

quency, p the pressure in the middle of an atmospheric

layer, R the gas constant for dry air (287 J kg21K21), T

the temperature in the middle of the atmospheric layer,

and dU/dp the change of horizontal wind speed with

pressure as vertical coordinate. The vertical stability is

expressed by f /N while the vertical wind shear is ac-

counted for by the remaining terms. In our analysis we

used the atmospheric layer between 850 and 500 hPa

and approximated the middle of that layer as 700 hPa.

We obtained qualitatively similar results with atmo-

spheric layers between 850 and 700 hPa or between 700

and 500 hPa.

In Fig. 14 the maximum Eady growth rate in CTL as

well as the response RED minus CTL is shown. Differ-

ences are generally below 5% and only in small areas

statistically significant. In summer the main response can

be seen in the middle latitudes of Europe (Fig. 14b). This

area of a stronger maximumEady growth rate is the area

where the strongest increases in the pressure gradient,

the cyclone count, and P 2 E are simulated, indicating

an intensified midlatitude storm track. In contrast, the

subtropical Mediterranean storm track is weakened.

In autumn the picture changes: subtropical storm

tracks are intensified and midlatitude storm tracks

weakened (Fig. 14d) as was already identified from the

cyclone number response. Therefore, negative maxi-

mum Eady growth rate responses can be seen over the

northern North Atlantic and the northern North Pacific

as well as adjacent land areas while positive maximum

Eady growth rate responses can be seen over parts of

and south of theMediterranean Sea as well as over parts

of the North Pacific and North Atlantic between around

408 and 508N. Furthermore, in some high latitudes such

as over the Canadian Arctic and north and east of

Greenland positive responses are simulated, which do

not necessarily translate into larger cyclone counts or

increased synoptic activity—in contrast, decreased

synoptic activity is simulated there while cyclone count

responses are partly negative and partly positive. The

southward shift of storm tracks with increased maxi-

mum Eady growth rate close to 408N persists into

winter (Fig. 14f), although these changes are hardly

significant. Other areas do not show any significant

responses apart from a negative response in some parts

of western Canada.

When separately investigating the two factors contrib-

uting to the maximum Eady growth rate (i.e., vertical

stability and vertical wind shear; not shown), it turns out

that in autumn and winter over the Arctic a reduced

vertical stability and a reduced vertical wind shear coun-

teract and lead to no significant or positive Eady growth

rate responses over the Arctic. Here the reduced vertical

stability appears to be of no importance for synoptic ac-

tivity as can be seen from the negative synoptic activity

response. Instead, it is the reduced vertical wind shear

that manifests itself in the synoptic activity response.

Over the midlatitudes no significant change in the

vertical stability can be found in our RED compared to

our CTL experiments. The vertical wind shear responses

in the midlatitudes with decreases in many regions north

of around 508N and increases south of it in the Pacific

and western Atlantic sectors as well as in the Mediter-

ranean area are comparable to but more significant than

the responses in the Eady growth rate. Therefore, it can

be concluded that in our setup of experiments the

change in the vertical wind shear is more relevant for

the actual synoptic activity than the change in the ver-

tical stability. The decrease of vertical stability may be

responsible for the stronger deepening rates of the cy-

clones in the Arctic.

4. Discussion and conclusions

We studied the responses of a reduction of Arctic sea

ice on the atmospheric circulation characteristics with a

coupled model performing 1-yr-long experiments. Our

model setup is quite similar to the one employed by

Petrie et al. (2015) but with important differences: they

introduce the sea ice thickness reduction already on

1 April and they do not have a seasonally ice-free Arctic

but rather resemble Arctic sea ice conditions in recent

summers with record low sea ice concentrations such as

2007 and 2012. When interpreting the responses to re-

duced Arctic sea ice we have to consider that changes in

the Arctic sea ice conditions are small in winter and

spring compared to summer and autumn due to the re-

covery mechanism of the Arctic sea ice described by

Tietsche et al. (2011). It is relevant to study the impact of

such seasonally different decreases in Arctic sea ice

since observations of the last 32 years indicate such a

behavior (Keen et al. 2013). It should be noted that all

results are subject to model uncertainties and the ability

to reproduce observed coupled processes.

The large-scale circulation responses in the sensitivity

experiment depend on the season considered and are

small (up to 2 hPa inMSLP and 30m in Z500) compared
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to observed interannual variabilities (according to ob-

servations up to around 5hPa in MSLP and 50m in

Z700; see, e.g., Chervin 1986). The fact that some of

these anomalies are still statistically significant is a result

of the relatively large ensemble size used. The general

feature of decreased westerly flow in autumn and winter

as a response to reduced Arctic sea ice cover has been

reported in various previous studies such as Semmler

FIG. 14. Maximum Eady growth rate (1 day21) between 850 and 500 hPa in (a) CTL and

(b) differenceREDminus CTL for summer (JAS). (c),(d)As in (a),(b), but for autumn (OND).

(e),(f) As in (a),(b), but for winter (JFM). Values are only shown for grid points where Earth’s

surface is below 1500m above sea level to exclude unrealistic values due to extrapolation. In

the difference plots the black dots indicate where the response is significant at the 95% level

according to a Wilcoxon test.
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et al. (2016), Deser et al. (2015), Jaiser et al. (2012), and

many more. However, not all previous studies agree

on this: for example, circulation changes in the coupled

1-yr experiments performed by Petrie et al. (2015)

show quite different response patterns emphasizing

how sensitive large-scale circulation responses may be

to different experiment setups and different model

formulations.

Winter large-scale circulation changes such as a shift

toward the negative phase of the AO/NAO as well as a

consistent shift of the storm track to the south have been

suggested as a consequence of increased Eurasian au-

tumn snow cover after summers with low Arctic sea ice

extent (Cohen et al. 2012, 2014). However, we cannot

confirm this relationship between autumn snow cover

and large-scale circulation as we could not identify sig-

nificant changes in autumn snow cover as a response to

the reduced Arctic summer sea ice cover. The identified

southward shift of the storm track is therefore more

likely due to the sea ice loss and not to the autumn snow

cover change, which is confirmed by Semmler et al.

(2016) from short numerical weather prediction (NWP)

model simulations.

It is interesting to note that coupled global climate

model projections with increasing greenhouse gas con-

centrations generally show a northward shift of the

storm track (Löptien et al. 2008; Ulbrich et al. 2009;

Woollings et al. 2012). In these projections there is en-

hanced upper tropospheric warming in the tropics

leading to an enhanced meridional temperature gradi-

ent in the upper troposphere. This may counteract the

influence of a reduced meridional temperature gradient

in the lower troposphere due to the decreasing Arctic

sea ice cover.

While we found reduced synoptic activity and fewer

cyclones in the Arctic in autumn, maximum Eady

growth rate and cyclone deepening rates slightly in-

creased especially around Greenland as a response to

reduced Arctic sea ice. It is important to note that a

stronger maximum Eady growth rate does not auto-

matically translate into stronger synoptic activity out-

side the main baroclinic zones in areas such as the

Arctic. More specifically, increasing maximum Eady

growth rates in the past 20 years, as seen by Jaiser et al.

(2012) in the Siberian Arctic as a response to decreasing

Arctic sea ice, should not be interpreted as an increase in

synoptic activity. We hypothesize that the weakened

meridional temperature gradient and reduced vertical

wind shear is the driver behind reduced cyclone activity

while the decreased vertical stability increases levels of

atmospheric humidity (and hence diabatic forcing),

which can potentially trigger stronger cyclone inten-

sification once a system has generated.

In winter some cooling of around 0.5K, albeit mar-

ginally significant, was simulated in some regions of

North America and Eurasia in response to reduced

Arctic sea ice. Such a cooling due to sea ice reduction

and associated weaker westerly flow (negative phase of

AO/NAO) and less maritime influence or troposphere–

stratosphere coupling is consistent with previous studies,

although uncertainty remains (Walsh 2014; Vihma

2014).We conclude that the cooling effect is rather small

compared to the variability of the system, locally very

limited, and mostly insignificant. Furthermore, the high-

latitude warming and the associated milder air advected

in situations with northerly flow would counteract a

possible cooling due to less maritime influence.

One additional outcome, which is interesting from an

oceanographic perspective, is the decrease in precipi-

tation minus evaporation (P 2 E) over the entire

Arctic in summer and especially autumn, indicating a

decrease in lateral moisture transport into the

Arctic—consistent with Singarayer et al. (2006) from

atmosphere-only simulations with end-of-the-century

sea ice conditions. This is consistent with reduced

synoptic activity due to a reduced meridional temper-

ature gradient or reduced planetary wave activity. The

decrease in Arctic P 2 E may have important conse-

quences for the surface salinity and therefore the

stratification of the upper ocean and could influence

the Arctic Ocean circulation. The increase in P 2 E

over the Mediterranean Sea in autumn and winter,

which may be caused by the southward shift of the

storm track and associated increased synoptic activity

in that area, may be of importance for the surface sa-

linity and stratification of the upperMediterranean Sea

layer. Similarly to the phase of the AO/NAO or the

location of the storm tracks, the decreasing Arctic sea

ice seems to counteract the impact of tropical warming

on Arctic P 2 E. This can be concluded because pre-

vious studies such as Bintanja and Selten (2014) report

an increase in Arctic P 2 E in climate change pro-

jections for the twenty-first century.

Finally we would like to note that our 1-yr simulations

are too short to show a strong oceanic response. Sea

surface temperature and sea surface salinity exhibit only

small differences outside the Arctic Ocean (mostly be-

low 0.1K and 0.1 psu, respectively). This is in contrast to

the recent results obtained by Petrie et al. (2015), who

reported significant remote SST increases especially in

the northwestern North Atlantic and in the northern

North Pacific as a response to sea ice thickness re-

ductions on 1 April. It is not clear if the different start

date (in our study 1 June) or the different model could

lead to these discrepancies. These discrepancies may

also contribute to the different atmospheric large-scale
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circulation responses in our and their studies. In autumn

some limited changes toward a weaker circulation in the

GIN Seas and in winter toward a weaker North Atlantic

subpolar gyre as expressed by sea surface height (SSH)

increases by up to 0.02m can be seen. Given these re-

sults, on this short time scale the oceanic feedback on the

atmosphere can be regarded as small. Results of

century-long coupled experiments indicate that sub-

stantial oceanic changes arise on such a long time scale,

which can in turn influence the atmospheric circulation.

We plan to publish results of those experiments in a

separate paper.
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